Spline couplings are mechanical devices commonly used to join two shafts. Accordingly to the type of spline (straight teeth, crowned teeth, etc ) and gap between the teeth, joined shafts may have certain positioning errors, as misalignments or inclinations. Spline couplings utilised on aerospace applications need more accurate dimensioning in order to reduce the weight and to control failure mechanisms (as an example like fretting fatigue), then an accurate study about loads distribution on the tooth surface is needed, in particular pressure distribution.
Pressure distribution
The pressure distribution on a spline tooth is far from uniform [3] , [4] and it varies along both length and height of the teeth as shown in Figure 1 . By considering an ideal spline (without manufacturing errors), the pressure distribution depends on the stiffness of both toots and shaft, and also depends on the load behavior (crossing and non crossing load) [5] ; as shown in Figure ( An experimental investigation has been developed in order to verify how well theoretical models can reproduce the real pressure distribution, in some load cases. A dedicated testbed, that is capable of generating a constant torque on the spline coupling, has been set-up to make the experimental tests.
To overcome the difficulties in measure the pressure distribution by means of normal pressure sensors, a special film called PressureX® has been interposed on the surface of the teeth.
This film can change its colour depending on the corresponding value of the pressure distribution in a well defined area.
A dedicated software developing an image correlation analysis has been employed to relate both colours and pressure values. 
